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Popular
song
conveys
hidden
meaning

Artists brings awareness to
body negativity, feminism
By Michele Mathis
Reporter

Megan Trainor made a splash this
year with her Billboard climbing single, “All About That Bass.”
With over 200 million views on
YouTube, the song/video combo
can be stuck in anyone’s head for
the rest of the day.
The lyrics convey the war
between the preference of curvy
women versus skinny women
with lines such as, “You know
I won’t be no stick thin figure
Barbie doll/So if that’s what
you’re into then go ahead and
move along,” and “Yeah, my
mama she told me don’t worry
about your size/Boys like a little
more booty to hold at night.”
While the message of body
inclusivity seems to be clear at
first, women alike are disagreeing about this skinny shaming/
men-pleasing trend.
Johanna Ganz, a doctoral
candidate teaching sociology at
the University said, “It creates
a dichotomy of women where
[curvy women] are beautiful and
[thin women] are not.”
By separating women into two
specific groups, the purpose of
body inclusivity within the song
is ruined.
Students are agreeing that “All
About That Bass” didn’t quite
achieve what it thought it would.
Bea Shields, freshman, said,
“There’s flack there ... You
shouldn’t make a political point
at someone else’s expense.”
Some might believe that
Trainor didn’t mean to draw such
negative attention to a specific
body type and Mary Kreuger, the
director of the Women’s Center
agrees.
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Newest
Hatchlings
Hatch program announces this years finalists
By Natasha Ivery
Reporter

Last night in the Union ballroom, the
2015 class of Hatchlings was announced.
The announcement came following the final event of Global
Entrepreneurship Week, sponsored by
the College of Business, Cookie Jar, Key
Private Bank and more.
Kirk Kern, director of the DallasHamilton Center in the College of
Business said that this year’s class of
Hatchlings is unique.
“Well, this year we had over 80
applicants, and from there we narrowed it down to 10 Hatchlings,”
said Kern. “It was a hard decision, and my team and I had
some quite lengthy debates
about who should stay and
who we had to let go, but
I’m confident in the
abilities of

Hatchlings

Michael Cervantes
Calvin Haselman
Meredith Keller
Mark Kohn
Matthew Snider
Michael Stafford
Thomas Stevens
Allen Viancourt
Elsa Vogel
Devon Williams

this new class.”
Along with Kern, there was a team of
six other people that helped make the
decision about the new class: Morgan
Smith, one of last year’s Hatch finalists and owner of U-Mat Laundry, LLC;
Charlie Kanwischer, who is in the
College of Arts [E-Ship]; Dean Braun
of the College of Business; Gene Poor,
associate dean Zubair Mohamed; and
Herb McGrath.
The team graded the business ideas
with a specific set of criteria, and
they scored strictly on ideas.
“We looked for uniqueness and
creativity, if the proposed product was feasible, marketability,
commercial and social impact,
appeal to investors and my
favorite, the ‘cool’ factor,”
Kern said.
Since the team did
not have pictures
of the

See HATCH | Page 2

See BODY | Page 2

LOST BUT NOT FORGOTTEN

Students spend class time reenacting moments
in history, game teaches more than lectures
By Ryan Hanson
Reporter

SHEILA HOEGLER | THE BG NEWS

LUKE BRABSKI shows students in the LGBTQ+ community a video at Transgender Day of Remembrance.

LGBTQIA+

This month’s InFocus looks at the
LGBTQ+ community and the organizations available to students that
provide them with a safe space to
share common interests. | Page 3

In Reacting to the Past, an American
Culture Studies class, students role
play as historical figures.
According to the Barnard website
on Reacting to the Past, the class is
based around “elaborate games, set
in the past, in which students are
assigned roles informed by classic
texts in the history of ideas.”
Andrew Schoket is the Director
of American Culture Studies as
well as the professor for the course.
Schoket said the teacher
plays the role of game master as
opposed to a typical lecturer. He
said he doesn’t intervene in the
game much, unless it takes a turn
to the unrealistic side. But he said
it’s “difficult for a game to go off
the rails.”
Schoket said that the class usually completes three games per
semester. The first game that
the class played this semester
was called “Patriots, Loyalists
and Revolution in New York City,

TWO FOR ONE

“Mockingjay” is the latest
book to be adapted into
two movies. What’s the
reason for this trend?
| Page 8

“I feel more well versed
in [history] because I
had to play the role of a
character.”
Emma Sales | Student

1775-76.” The second game was
called “Red Clay, 1835: Cherokee
Removal and the Meaning of
Sovereignty.” The third and current game is called Greenwich
Village, 1913: Suffrage, Labor and
the New Woman.”
The current game is being held
in the Center for Faculty Excellence
on the second floor of University
Hall. Schoket said that he switches the class environment for each
game. The first game was held in
Prout Chapel and the second was
held in he Little Red Schoolhouse.
Schoket said each student
is assigned the role of a person
that was involved in the historical event which the game centers
around.

WOMEN AND SEXISM

Columnist Deanna Huffman talks about
how much sexism towards females is
actually perpetrated by women. Shes says
women need to support each other instead
of tearing each other down. | Page 5

Senior Emma Sales plays Emma
Goldman. Sales said her character
was an anarchist focused on freedom from the government.
Schoket said that police and law
enforcement often tried to silence
Goldman when she was speaking
in public. This means that any
time that Sales talks in the game
as Goldman, she may be silenced
by the game master.
Sales said that she thinks she
gained more from this style of
class as opposed to a lecture class.
“I feel more well versed in [history] because I had to play the role
of a character,” Sales said.
Freshman Meg Carroll plays
Elizabeth Gurly Flynn, who tried
to organize a general labor strike
for laborer rights.
Carroll said that she often
spends an average of five hours
per week working for the class
outside of the meeting time.
To keep immersed in the game,
“you have to know, read and quote
the [historical] documents,”
Carroll said.

IF YOU COULD RECREATE ONE HISTORICAL
MOMENT, WHAT WOULD IT BE?
“Martin Luther King Jr.’s ‘I have a dream’ speech
because I’d love to see that.”
Kylie Lane,
Sophomore, Criminal Justice
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BG’S PREMIERE&NovIGer FREE
18 & Up ★ 21

10 PM til 2:30 AM
DJ MANNY &

MEAGHAN MICK

of the Morning Rush Show
127 N. Main St. Bowling Green ★ clazel.net ★ facebook.com/clazel

BLOTTER

WED., NOV. 19
10:44 A.M.

Complainant reported that an
unknown person slashed the
front and rear passenger tires
of a vehicle within the 700
block of High St. Estimated
damage $250.

CORRECTION
POLICY
We want to correct all factual
errors. If you think an error has
been made, call The BG News at
419-372-6966.

Check out the full interactive
blotter map at BGNEWS.COM

BODY
From Page 1
“If you’re not paying too
much attention at first listen, it sounds pretty good.
They had an idea there,” she
added. “They just jumped
off a cliff by throwing in
those problematic lines.
There are other things they
could have said that could
have made it a much more
legitimately empowering
appeal to body diversity.”
“All About That Bass” also
hides other issues that have
been brought to light in the
past year. In an interview
done by Billboard, Trainor
came forward and said,
“I don’t consider myself
a feminist.”
Trainor’s tune seems
to solidify her personal
beliefs. The lyrics focus on
the main point of women’s
lives to be attracted to men,
and instead of encouraging women to do something important; the main
thing is to make men think
they’re sexy, Ganz said.
With Trainor having so
many young women owning her song, the idea that
a body type is better than
others, so they can be validated by men may promote
the wrong type of idea.
Still,
Kreuger
said
that this is not a sign
of regression.
When asked if there was
a way to combat the promotion of un-healthy ideas
and trends, Kreuger said,
“[All About That Bass] had
well-intentioned attempts
in the right direction.
Well-intentioned attempts
[that] failed.”
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GROUP OF students practice a water extrication in the State Fire School program. The program gives students involved hands on experience with what it takes to become a firefighter.

State Fire School gives students new opportunities

By Kayla Lewandowski
Reporter

The State Fire School is a
program at the University
for students who are
interested in becoming a
firefighter.
Assistant Director of the
State Fire School, Kerry
Gonzalez said, “We offer
fire officer classes, fire
instructor classes, hands
on classes including: truck
company, firefighter survival, auto extrication and
rope rescue.”
That is just to name a
few. The State Fire School
offers two annual schools
held on the University’s
campus in May and
October, as well as offsite training throughout
the year.
Gonzalez said, “We
usually have 400 to 450

HATCH
From Page 1
applicants, the reveal of
the Hatchlings was a surprise to everyone, matching the idea with a face,
Kern said.
This year’s Hatchlings
class had some different
ideas, ranging from a cystic fibrosis app that sends
information straight to the
doctor’s office, to a game
called Trickshot that combines beer pong, cornhole
and ladderball into a threein-one game.
“The three projects that
really blew my mind was
one where a student came

students and about 100
instructors in attendance.”
The May Fire School is the
oldest in the program,
running since 1974.
In this week long program, students are presented with the opportunity to choose a discipline within the State Fire
School program and gain
hands-on training with
real-world scenarios.
“We split them into
about 25 to 30 classes,
so our classes stay pretty
small. Then they all take
different disciplines, and
when they choose a topic
they stay in that topic all
week. It gives them more
specialized
training”
said Gonzalez.
Registration for the May
Fire School 2015 program
is now open.
Students who attended

“This is for my sister
Kyle and my niece
Lily and everyone
with Cystic Fibrosis.”
Meredith Keller | Junior

up with a short film about
an antisocial teenager who
disguises himself to fight
off a high school rival,”
Kern said. “We’ve never
done a short film so this is
so exciting. We have a nontraditional student who
wants to introduce people
to beekeeping, and a girl
designed a program that
takes traits of a person’s
personality and designs

“Our instructors
have developed a
curriculum students
want to know.”
the classes agreed that the
program thrives due to the
veteran instructors and
excellent training.
“Instructors were great.
Very knowledgeable,” said
Brad Mauk, a firefighter
and paramedic. “Not once
did I hear this is how we
do it. Just very practical,
every day on the job skills
that I can use.”
Chris Jones, another
program
participant,
agrees with Mauk,
“The instructors have
great knowledge of real
life firefighting ... awe-

some teaching styles,”
said Jones.
Gonzalez said, “Our
instructors who are getting a little older have
mentored a group of
instructors underneath
them. The students come
here because of the quality
of training.”
The firefighters represent 132 fire departments
and groups not only from
Ohio, but Michigan and
Ontario, Canada, as well.
The classes, taught by fire
instructors, range from
veteran instructors from
Ohio to instructors coming
from New York, Kentucky,
Florida and more.
“Our instructors have
developed a curriculum
students want to know,”
Gonzalez said. “We make
sure students are getting
the most up-to-date train-

ing.”
This program came
to Bowling Green from
Columbus in 1974.
“The Ohio Fire Marshals
and the Ohio Department
of Public Safety chose
Bowling Green for its location because they realized there was a need
for training up here”
Gonzalez said.
By 1999 the program
was completely run by
Bowling Green.
State Fire School awards
students
scholarships
credited to the programs
relationships with businesses such as Nationwide.
Awards typically include
$12,000 in May and $8,000
in October.
Students can fill out a
scholarship application
that can be found on the
State Fire School Website.

them into clothing. These
are million-dollar ideas,
all of them are.”
Kern is excited to be
working with the new
Hatch class.
“The Hatch is a unique
program in itself,” Kern
said. “But it’s not easy.
Pairing these kids with
mentors and getting
their awesome ideas up
and running is so exciting and I can’t wait to go
through the process with
these kids.”
Sophomore
Devon
Williams,
creator
of
MuSync, a music app that
lets users tap into another users music live at the
time of play, said she was

in disbelief when her name
was announced.
“I was sitting with my
boyfriend when my name
got called, and he rushed
me and said go on up
there,” said Williams.
“He helped me with the
idea and it just evolved.
I’m overwhelmed and
so excited.”
Meredith Keller, junior
and creator of a cystic
fibrosis app, was nearly
in tears upon seeing her
name on the screen.
“This is for my sister Kyle
and my niece Lily, and
everyone who has cystic
fibrosis,” said Keller. “My
sister has to write down
everything Lily eats down

to the calorie, because
Lily doesn’t grow without
proper nutrition and medication. When she called
me crying because she
couldn’t find the calories
in a Cheeto, I knew I had
to help.”
Allen Viancourt, who
created Digital Turf, a program where lines can be
changed electronically to
match the sport, said that
he was ecstatic.
“I’m really excited, especially because I’m a freshman and my idea was farfetched, but it works,” said
Viancourt. “I work for a
small business right now,
so this is a dream come
true.”

Kerry Gonzalez | Assistant Director

www.bgnews.com
www.preferredpropertiesco.com
Office Hours: Monday - Friday | 8am - 11:30am &
12:30pm - 4:30pm
419 Lehman Ave. | 419.352.9378
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Find a Place to Call Home
(1 Bedroom & Eﬃciency Houses Also Available)

Now Renting

2014-2015
School Year

Birchwood 650 6th St.
(Small pets welcome)

Fox Run Apartments
216 S. Mercer Rd.

Piedmont Apartments
8th & High St.

IN FOCUS
recipe for
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inclusivity
Identity

Attraction

Sex

Expression

Faculty members call for a new standard for
measuring sexuality
By Kathryne Rubright
Pulse Editor

The Kinsey Scale is a way to associate numbers with different sexualities.
Also known as Kinsey’s Heterosexual-Homosexual Rating
Scale, it was developed in 1948 by Kinsey, Wardell Pomeroy
and Clyde Martin, according to kinseyinstitute.org.
The scale ranges from 0, representing “exclusively heterosexual,” to 6, representing “exclusively homosexual,”
according to kinseyinstitute.org. Numbers in between represent various combinations of heterosexuality and homosexuality. A 3 represents “equally heterosexual and homosexual.”
“Most people are not 100 percent 0 or 100 percent 6,” said
Mary Krueger, director of the Women’s Center.
The scale was developed after Kinsey and his colleagues
interviewed hundreds of people, said Sarah Smith Rainey,
assistant professor in Women’s, Gender and Sexuality
Studies.

THE GENDERBREAD PERSON

See KINSEY | Page 4

University provides
safe place for LGBTQ+
Community suffers different mental health issues
than heterosexuals
By Seth Weber
City Editor

Members of the LGBTQ+ community suffer from a number of health
problems, many of them dealing
with mental health, such as suicide
and homelessness.
Although the University could do
better with how it handles LGBTQ+
health, said Tobias Spears, senior
coordinator for LGBT Programs
and Services, it does better than
other schools.
“BGSU is light years ahead when it
comes to being inclusive,” Tobias said.
“The students are light years ahead.
They are social justice oriented, they
are reflective, they’re compassionate,
they’re thinking about each other.”
A good place for LGBTQ+ students
to go to is the LGBTQ+ Resource
Center, said Faith Yingling, director
of the Wellness Connection, which
gives those student a safe place to go
and talk.
She said there should also be more
data collected on what the exact population is at the University so their
needs can be addressed more easily.
According to the Center for Disease
Control, LGBTQ+ youth are twice as
likely to attempt suicide than their
peers.

“My first doctor didn’t
use very inclusive
language. I didn’t
feel very comfortable
there.”

The following statistics focus on LGBTQ+ youth from elementary to adulthood
4 out of 10 LGBTQ+ youth say that the community in which they
live in is not accepting of their culture.

9 out of 10 LGBTQ+ youth say they first came out to their
closest friends.

Luke Grabski | Student
There are a lot of factors that can
harm LGBTQ+ youth and drive
them to suicidal thoughts, said Luke
Grabski, former Vision president and
a facilitator of the Trans* Awareness
Group. Things like pronouns can
make a big difference, he said.
“My first doctor didn’t use very
inclusive language,” Grabski said. “I
didn’t feel very comfortable there. You
might have to go to a couple different
doctors to find one that respects you.”
Spears said he’s worked with the
Falcon Health Center to give staff
Safe Zone training because students
have told him they’re concerned
about practitioners there being more
LGBTQ+ friendly.
Falcon Health Center forms sometimes ask students to identify by sex

See HEALTH | Page 9

26%

64%

40%

77%

biggest problem is
feeling accepted
by family

homeless teens
identify within the
community

came out to their
classmates

are hopeful that the
community will become
more accepted

72%

are more honest
about themselves
online than in real life

6x

LGBTQ+ community
is six times more likely to
attempt suicide

*All facts according to The Human Rights Campaign

INFOCUS
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LGBTQ+ Defined

LESBIAN

GAY

A woman who is attracted to
other women.

A man who is attracted to other
men.

BISEXUAL

A person who is attracted to two different genders. [This
doesn’t necessarily mean just men and women; there are many
combinations.]

TRANSGENDER

+

A person who identifies with a different
gender than they were coercively assigned
at birth. It’s an umbrella term that covers
transgender identities as well as a specific
term that some people use to identify
themselves.

Q

QUEER

This term was previously used as a
slur word against LGBTQ+ members and can still be considered
offensive to some people inside
the LGBTQ+ community.

INTERSEX

ASEXUAL

TRANSEXUAL

Used to define a wide range of
biological bodies that didn’t fall
into “definitely male” or “definitely
female” on the medical scale which
is used to coercively assign genders
at birth.

This is a term used for someone who
doesn’t experience sexual attraction.
Asexuality is different from celibacy
because celibacy is chosen by someone who does experience sexual
attraction; asexuality is not chosen.

Sometimes defined as a person
whose biological sex isn’t what they
were born with. This can be considered an outdated definition to some
people and may be interchangeable
with the term transgender.

ALLIES

QUESTIONING

PANSEXUAL

Individuals that affirms a different
intersectionality than LGBTQ+ in
and out of safe spaces.

This can be used as a term to describe
someone who is experimenting with
either their gender, gender expression
[how they present themselves] or
sexuality.

A term for someone who is
attracted to all genders.

THE KINSEY SCALE

This graph weighs the different levels of sexuality, explains each rating on the Kinsey Scale
RATING

DESCRIPTION

0

Exclusively heterosexual

1

Predominantly heterosexual, only incidentally homosexual

2

Predominantly heterosexual, but more than incidentally homosexual

3

Equally heterosexual and homosexual

4

Predominantly homosexual, but more than incidentally heterosexual

5

Predominantly homosexual, only incidentally heterosexual

6

Exclusively homosexual

X

Asexual

AROMANTIC
This is a term used for someone
who doesn’t experience romantic
attraction.

KINSEY
From Page 3
They found that “People
in general had more
mixed experiences,” Smith
Rainey said.
The Kinsey Scale was
developed to reflect those
mixed experiences.
Though the scale does
provide more categories
than heterosexual and
homosexual, it’s “still
sort of on this binary of
one or the other,” Smith
Rainey said.
There are other sexualities that don’t fall on the
Kinsey Scale’s continuum.
One criticism of the
Kinsey Scale is that it
doesn’t account for asexuality, Smith Rainey said.
Another is that the scale
is based on “not even sexual desires and fantasies,
but sexual behaviors,”
Krueger said.
The Kinsey scale is
a “rudimentar y tool,”
Krueger said, one that
most people studying sexuality have stopped looking at as a perfect tool.
A lternatives to the
Kinsey Scale do exist.

The
K lein
Sex ua l
Orienation Grid, developed by Fritz Klein,
“investigates sexual orientation in the past, the
present and in the idealized future,” according to
bisexual.org.
That accounts for the
desires and fantasies that
the Kisney Scale does not.
The past, present and ideal
orientations do not have to
all be the same.
Michael D. Storms created a chart that plots hetero-eroticism on one axis
and homo-eroticism on
the other, which accounts
for asexuality. This chart
can be found in Storms’
1980 paper “Theories of
Sexual Orientation” in the
Journal of Personality and
Social Psychology.
A low value on both axes
places a person in the
asexual category. A high
value along one axis but
not the other places a person in either heterosexuality or homosexuality. A
high value in both categories classifies a person
as bisexual.
“There’s lots of broader
understandings out there,”
Krueger said.

FORUM
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PEOPLE ON THE STREET
“The inauguration of Ronald
Reagan because
he was a great
president.”

GRACE HENRY
Sophomore,
Social Work

If you could recreate one historical moment, what would it be?

“The ‘I Have A
Dream’ speech.”

JERROD POOLE
Junior,
VCT

“Signing the
Declaration.”

JARED BLACKWOOD
Senior,
Geology

“The march on
Washington.”

KAYLEEN POWELL
Junior,
Social Work

VISIT US AT

BGNEWS.COM
Have your own take on
today’s People On The
Street? Or a suggestion for
a question? Give us your
feedback at bgnews.com.

FAILED EXPERIMENT

Women perpetuate sexism toward their
own gender, should be more supportive
Australian news anchor, Karl
Stefanovic, conducted his
own social experiment in an
attempt to prove his theory
that sexism maintains its
menacing grip on women in
the workforce.
As the co-host of the morning news show “Today,” he
noticed that he is criticized
for the way in which he conducts interviews, for his crude
humor and for his overall
quality of news casting, while
his co-anchor Lisa Wilkinson
is chiefly provided with unsolicited fashion advice and
snide criticisms regarding her
outer appearance.
Stefanovic’s experiment
involved wearing the same
blue suit coat on air, every
day for an entire year, with a
couple of exceptions due to
extenuating circumstances.
He wanted to test whether or not men face the same
microscopic scrutiny that
women do and his hypothesis was correct. Nobody
said a word about his fashion
faux paus.
When I first came across
this story, I was more than
ready to jump on the feminist
bandwagon
with
guns blazing.
I was ready to stand with
the multitude of other women
who, after reading the same
story, would surely feel the
bitter contempt of feminine
oppression and demand once
more the equal treatment of
men and women.
After all, why was Mr.
Stefanovic’s performance
evaluated based on his professional skills, while his female
co-host was judged based on

DEANNA HUFFMAN
COLUMNIST

her hair style?
But then it dawned on me
— it is other women who I
envision standing together to
change the course of action
in our misogynistic society,
but it is other women who are
perpetuating this very form of
sexism.
Although I do not have the
facts and data to prove this
theory, I would be willing to
bet that it is entirely women
viewers who scrutinize Ms.
Wilkinson’s outer appearance so closely and with
such contempt.
It is women viewers who
reduce Ms. Wilkinson to an
object to be stared at, scoffed
at and ridiculed.
Although I applaud Mr.
Stefanovic’s efforts and overall awareness of such an
important issue, I would venture to guess that a traditional dark blue suit would slip
under many people’s radars,
even when worn daily.
However, his social experiment does bring to light a
very important issue: sexism is sexism, no matter the
perpetrator.
While Ms. Wilkinson is fortunate to work with a man
who is interested in fighting
for equality and the fair treatment of women, he is not confronting misogynistic men.
He is confronting other
women and this reveals
another discouraging facet of

THE BG NEWS
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Bowling Green State University
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sexism.
In most cases, I believe
criticism of others stems from
inner feelings of inadequacy
and low self-esteem.
Perhaps women take to
the internet to anonymously
attack Ms. Wilkinson because
they feel threatened by her
outer appearance in the event
that they find her attractive or
by the position that she maintains on live television.
Perhaps women are envious of her career as a journalist and television presenter or
of her social influence on the
“Today” show.
Regardless of the reasoning, the act itself in
inexcusable.
As we push forward to
the year 2015, women have
undoubtedly come a long way
in regards to exercising their
rights, experiencing equality
and receiving fair treatment
from their male counterparts.
But true equality will never
be achieved if women themselves continue to practice
sexism through discrimination, prejudice and the malicious hatred of other females.
Many women dream of the
day in which they will work
alongside men, earning the
same wages and receiving the
same fair treatment.
Unfortunately,
many
women also dream of the
day in which they will
receive the appropriate support and praise from their
fellow woman.

Respond to Deanna at
thenews@bgnews.com

Don’t compare one’s place in life to
others’, make most of current situation
I must admit that I
didn’t envision being a
super senior when I was
about to graduate from
high school.
I thought I would graduate, go to a four-year college and become a wedding planner, just like
J. Lo in that movie with
Matthew McConaughey.
Only I would be no older
than 22, of course.
Two transfers and major
changes later, I realized
that my picture-perfect
plan is not always how
the cookie crumbles.
Furthermore, that’s okay.
I started out at a community college in my
hometown to knock out
some of those pesky general education classes.
Then I transferred to
Wright State University to
capitalize on my love and
flair for the Spanish language and learn how to
teach it. By January I had
moved back home.
I didn’t consider it wasted time.
I learned something
important
when
my
roommate moved out: I
am not happy or healthy
living alone. I met my best
friend there when we both
auditioned for Collegiate
Chorale. Neither of us
made it, but it was the
beginning of a beautiful
friendship.
I don’t even consider the
time I spent back home to
be wasted.
Some parents would be
heartbroken to see their
kids move back home well
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SETH WEBER, CITY EDITOR
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ABIGAIL KRUSE
COLUMNIST

after they were supposed
to have flown the coop,
but not my parents.
I worked, applied to
other schools and visited my sister, who was
then at law school at
Ohio Northern.
I turned down a scholarship to study music
education and sometimes
I wonder how different my
life would be had I accepted the offer.
That fall I came to
BGSU to study Spanish
Education. Weeks before
boarding a plane to spend
a year studying abroad in
Spain, I cancelled the trip
and changed my major.
Scared to death of
school
budget
cuts,
I decided to teach
Middle Childhood.
That’s where I am now,
slated to graduate in May
2016 at a whopping, astonishing, nauseating almost
24 years of age.
I have friends who get
nervous around the holidays because they’re sick
of fielding questions from
well-meaning relatives
about just what they plan
on doing with whatever
degree.
I’m beginning to feel
their pain.
It’s not that anyone asks
me what I plan on doing
with my teaching degree,

“So every day, I
make the choice
to be content
with my delayed
graduation date.”
but they do inquire with
varying notes of judgment
how I haven’t graduated
yet and exactly when I
plan on doing so.
It’s been wickedly hard
watching friends my age
and much younger graduate and start their “big
people jobs”.
So every day, I make
the choice to be content with my delayed
graduation date.
Instead of lamenting
the fact that I officially
have classes with people
my little brother’s age, I
like pointing them in
the right direction when
they ask.
Many people ask me for
advice. I’ve been through
the hurdles of my major
before lots of my classmates and I enjoy playing
the expert.
I have learned the
hard way not to compare
myself to others my age.
They have their own paths
and I have mine.
How boring would it
be, anyway, if we were all
the same?

Respond to Abigail at
thenews@bgnews.com

THE BG NEWS SUBMISSION POLICY
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Letters are generally to be fewer
than 300 words. These are usually
in response to a current issue on the
University’s campus or the Bowling
Green area.
GUEST COLUMNS
Guest Columns are generally longer
pieces between 400 and 700 words.
These are usually also in response
to a current issue on the University’s
campus or the Bowling Green
area. Two submissions per month
maximum.

POLICIES
Letters to the Editor and Guest
Columns are printed as space on the
Opinion Page permits. Additional
Letters to the Editor or Guest
Columns may be published online.
Name, year and phone number
should be included for verification
purposes. Personal attacks, unverified
information or anonymous submissions will not be printed.

E-MAIL SUBMISSIONS
Send submissions as an attachment
to thenews@bgnews.com with the
subject line marked “Letter to the
Editor” or “Guest Column.” All submissions are subject to review and
editing for length and clarity before
printing. The editor may change the
headlines to submitted columns and
letters at his or her discretion.
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First Downs

Toledo

17		19

Total Offensive Yards:

271		

Passing Yds

388
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The Drought
Continues

167		63

Rushing Yds

104		325

Possession Time		

25:39

34:21

University of Toledo rolls over Falcons 27-20 Wednesday night, winning Battle of I-75 for 5th straight year
By Cameron Teague Robinson
Editor-in-Chief

Yet another senior class will leave the Bowling Green football program
without a win against the University of Toledo.
That is, if things stay the same in the Mid-American Conference West
Division. The Rockets are currently tied for first in their division but would
lose the tiebreaker to Northern Illinois if things stayed the same.
After their 27-20 loss on a snowy and windy Wednesday night in Toledo,
the seniors want another shot.
“This sucks. I haven’t beaten them since I’ve been here,” senior Gabe
Martin said. “I hope we get them again to be perfectly honest.”
Martin wants to play the Rockets in the MAC Championship and for good
reason: the win by the Rockets makes it five years since the Falcons last
win.
The disappointment of the loss could be seen in the faces of the players
and head coach Dino Babers. For Babers, a coach who has not been a part

of this rivalry, his hurt was more for the seniors, he said.
“I’m really disappointed for the seniors,” Babers said. “That’s a really
good football team we played. I really hope they have an opportunity to
win that side of the division; I really would like to give the seniors one more
chance to go against them.”
This win was no fluke as the Falcons never led in this game and gave
up 265 rushing yards to Rockets running back Kareem Hunt, the most the
Falcons have given up to any one running back all year long.
“He is a good back, he can go. We didn’t do a good job of taking him
down,” Martin said. “We didn’t get enough hats to him. That killed us
through the course of the game.”
Despite Hunt’s day running the ball, the Falcons had plenty of chances
to win the game.
With 14:53 left on the game clock, Martin blocked Jeremiah Detmer’s
29-yard field goal attempt, giving the Falcons the ball on their own 14, trailing 20-13.
See FOOTBALL | Page 7

Falcons win home opener
Falcons route Wright State with help from bench
By Cameron Teague Robinson
“Obviously Zack can
Editor-in-Chief
shoot the basketball.
The Bowling Green men’s basWe see it on almost a
ketball team for the second
game in a row was led by a
daily basis; hopefully
player coming off of the bench.
This time, instead of it being
this will give him more
an upperclassman, it was a
player who played only three
confidence ...”
games last season.
Zack Denny, the sophomore
shooting guard who played
three games last season due to
injuries, put all of that behind
him and scored a career-high
18 points.
“It feels great being back on
the court,” Denny said. “I came
back a few times last year, got
hurt again and messed up my
knee again. It felt good to finally
be healthy and able to play.”
Denny entered the game
with 15 career points and six
rebounds. He surpassed both
of those stats with 18 points and
seven rebounds, leading the
Falcons to a 70-55 win against
Wright State University.
“Obviously Zack can shoot the
basketball. We see it on almost
a daily basis; hopefully this will

Chris Jans | Head Coach

give him even more confidence
when he is open,” head coach
Chris Jans said. “He is as a hard
of a worker that we have in this
program, he deserves to make
shots because of the time he
puts in on his craft.”
His shooting ability in the second half helped what seemed
to be a tale of two halves for
the Falcons.
The Falcons played well
defensively. In the final 10 minutes and 10 seconds they did not
allow a single goal.
“I was most pleased that for
40 minutes they were trying to
defend the way we want them

See BBALL | Page 7

JOHN CLEVENGER | THE BG NEWS

BEN MURPHY passes to a teammate in the team’s match against Ohio State this past weekend at the BG Ice Arena. BG lost 3-2 to the Buckeyes.

Falcons climb to 18th in rankings, will face Bemidji State
By Corey Krupa
Reporter

Coming off a weekend series
split against Ohio State last
weekend, the 18th ranked
Falcon hockey team will face
conference opponent Bemidji
State this weekend at the BG
Ice Arena.
Last season, BG won both
games against the Beavers to
even the all-time series at 2-2-0.

The Beavers enter this weekend’s series with a 3-7-0 overall record and a 2-4-0 record
in the Western Collegiate
Hockey
Association.
The
Beavers currently have a four
game losing streak, however
their last two matchups were
against Minnesota State and
Michigan Tech, two nationally
ranked teams.
“We have to be ready to compete at a very high level. We

have to be ready to get to our
game early on Friday night and
sustain that all the way through
the end of Saturday night,” BG
head coach Chris Bergeron said.
Last Friday night, in front of a
record crowd of 5,353 at the BG
Ice Arena, Ohio State defeated
BG 3-2. Both of BG’s goals were
scored by forward Brent Tate.
Tate has scored three goals in

See HOCKEY | Page 7
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THE BG NEWS PICKS OF THE WEEK

THE BG NEWS SUDOKU

Week 13. As the season
dwindles, teams fight for
the top four sports in the
playoffs. The editors look
to separate themselves
from the pack with this
week’s picks.

CAMERON T. ROBINSON

TARA JONES

Editor-in-Chief

Sports Editor

Ball State Big bounce back win before the Go BG! We need the W.
@ BG MAC Championship.
N/A Ball State 20, BG 27
No. 19 USC Brett Hundley is the man!
@ No. 9 UCLA
UCLA - 4 USC 20, UCLA 77
No. 15 Arizona Anu Soloman will carry the
@ No. 17 Utah Wildcats.

BRANDON SHRIDER

Assistant Sports Editor

GINA RASICCI

Design Editor

Falcons rebound. We’ll be headed to I’m about to graduate, so I almost
Detroit 8-4.
count as a ‘notable alum’ right?
#BGSU

Ball State 14, BG 35

Ball State 21, BG 27

Ball State 7, BG 14

Who cares. It’s basketball season.

Kessler and Hundley are both studs, Mayim Bialik, aka Amy Farrah
but Hundley has let me down too Fowler, went there.
many times this year.

USC 35, UCLA 42

USC 37, UCLA 28

USC 17, UCLA 27

I hate Arizona’s basketball team, but Eh.
why not.

Joan Ganz Cooney, the creator of
Sesame Street, went there.

Arizona 27, Utah 21

Arizona 21, Utah 27

Arizona 21, Utah 14

No one cares, it’s basketball season.

Co-creator of ‘Dungeons and
Cornhuskers or Golden
Gophers? Corn wins by default. Dragons,’ Dave Arneson went there.

Minnesota 35, Nebraska 38

Minnesota 21, Nebraska 31

Minnesota 17, Nebraska 14

Indiana couldn’t hang with us…

Reuben Klamer, the creator of MiltonBradley’s ‘The Game of Life,’ one of
my fave board games, went there.

Indiana 17, Ohio State 45

Indiana 20, Ohio State 42

Utah - 4
Arizona 21, Utah 10

No. 25 Minnesota Ameer Abdullah saw the best
back in America last week.
@ No. 23 Nebraska
Nebraska - 10 Minnesota 14, Nebraska 35

Indiana Ohio State will destroy Indiana. Hopefully OSU takes care of business
so my bestie from OSU can come
@ No. 6 Ohio State
celebrate my birthday Saturday!
Ohio State - 34
Indiana 7, Ohio State 78

Indiana 24, Ohio State 42

Notre Dame 32-10: Everett Golson

I hate ND’s basketball team because
they beat Duke when I was there last
year.

Only because it’s in South Bend…

Louisville 35, Notre Dame 21

Louisville 20, Notre Dame 34

No. 24 Louisville will bounce back.
@ Notre Dame
Notre Dame - 3
Overall record

Louisville 10, Notre Dame 32

41-30

38-33

41-30

MARIE COURONNE | THE BG NEWS

DAVID “PEP” JOSEPH takes the ball down court in the Falcons’ win against Wright State in BG’s home opener Wednesday.

to,” head coach Chris Jans
said. “I to talked about
having some pride oneon-one with the ball and
not relying on the help.”
The Falcons held the
Raiders to just 23 percent shooting from the
field and 16 percent from
behind the three-point
arc.
“Our intensity rose ….
We were always told to
switch the gap and switch
on ball screens. It both-

HOCKEY
From Page 6
the four games he has
played this season.
BG led for the majority of the game, however the Buckeyes scored
three goals in the last five
minutes of regulation to
come back and beat the
Falcons. BG goalie Tommy
Burke made 21 saves in the
losing effort.
On Saturday night, BG
traveled down to Columbus
to finish the weekend
series and defeated the
Buckeyes 3-2. Freshman
goalie Chris Nell made
27 saves in the game for
the Falcons improving his
record to 3-0-0.
“Saturday
night
I
thought we did a nice job
of getting the road win.
Chris Nell had a great first
period, he probably kept
us in the game in that first
period,” Bergeron said.
Mike Sullivan, Sean

ered them,” Denny said.
“Having Richaun down
there block ing shots
really helps.”
Holmes totaled five
blocks for the second
straight game, giving him
10 on the season.
“We don’t talk about
it much because I don’t
want them to rely on
him,” Jans said. “He has
unbelievable timing.”
The win moves the
Falcons to 2-0 on the season and will have some
time off before they host
Southern Missouri State
on Nov. 25.

Walker and Brandon
Hawkins scored goals
for the Falcons in the
win. Hawkins scored the
game-winning goal with
less than three minutes
remaining in regulation.
Sophomore Pierre-Luc
Mercier recorded an assist
in the game. He now leads
the team with eight assists
on the season.
Saturday night’s win
was the first time the
Falcons defeated the
Buckeyes on the road since
February 1, 2008.
BG currently has an
overall record of 8-3-1
and 5-1-0 in the WCHA
this season.
The Falcons currently
rank third in the WCHA
in penalty kill and power
play. BG is 40-for-44 on the
penalty kill.
Bot h
Fr iday
a nd
Saturday night’s games
this weekend start at 7:07
p.m. This will be the last
home series at the BG Ice
Arena until January 9th.

Check us out online at:

www.bgnews.com

SUDOKO
To play: Complete the grid
so that every row, column
and every 3 x 3 box contains
the digits 1 to 9. There is no
guessing or math involved.
Just use logic to solve

Nun and social activist, Joan
Chillister, went there. Once when I
was in 3rd grade, a nun at my school
pulled my ear … ouch!
Louisville 24, Notre Dame 27

38-33

FOOTBALL
From Page 6
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Then came a spark as
Babers called it.
Instead of bringing
James Knapke, who was
7-24 for 71 yards, back
out, they brought in true
freshman Cody Callaway.
Callaway led a gametying drive connecting
with receivers Gehrig
Dieter and Ryan Burbrink
for plays of 32 and 30
yards. He then connected
with Ronnie Moore for a

17-yard touchdown pass.
“It was a tough call but
a call that needed to be
made,” Babers said.
The next series the
Rockets would score on
a Dwight Macon 7-yard
touchdown run and take
the lead 27-20.
The Falcons would get
one more chance in Toledo
territory. On fourth down
on the Toledo 30-yard line
Cody Callaway dropped
back in the pocket and
was sacked.
This loss dropped
the Falcons to 7-4

with one game left to
play before their MAC
Championship game.
It may have cost the
seniors their last chance
to earn a win at Toledo,
but they still have a
championship to play for.
“The team will grow
from this, Bowling Green
State University will grow
from this,” Babers said.
“The hurt in my face is for
the seniors. That’s why I
hope they get the chance
to play this team one
more time.”

THE PULSE
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Movies

for Money

Books are adapted into multiple films primarly
for the economic benefit
By Cassie Sullivan
Assistant Managing Editor

With the release of “Mockingjay Part I” in theaters Nov.
21, the trend has been continued where the last novel in
a series has been adapted into two films rather than one.
Books such as “Mockingjay,” “Harry Potter and the
Deathly Hallows,” “Breaking Dawn,” “Allegiant” and the
prequel “The Hobbit” all are expanded into numerous
films, and viewers might be wondering why.
Stephannie Gearhart, an English professor who teaches
a course on Shakespearean works being adapted, said that
the expansion of a series is more for an economic gain than
it is to remain true to the novels.
“My first instinct is to say that [filmmakers] are dragging
this out as long as possible to make as much money as possible. And to be honest, when you think about adaptations,
there is the economic factor. There is the fact that for me, to
some degree, Shakespeare sells,” Gearhart said.
Gearhart isn’t the only individual who thinks that
expanding the film series is linked to economics; Charles
Coletta, an instructor in the Popular Culture department,
agrees.
“The main reason they’re doing this is for economic reasons,” Coletta said. “There’s no reason that they couldn’t
film ‘The Hobbit’ in one movie or two movies, but people
want to see them and the audience keeps coming back.
And as long as it’s profitable, they’ll do it.”
The current trend in Hollywood, Coletta said, is the
franchises that exist, such as “Harry Potter,” or the
Marvel universe. With these franchises, Hollywood
is looking to extending a franchise out as long as
PHOTO PROVIDED

See ADAPT | Page 10

Money earned by films based on books
BOOK

FILMS

U.S. BOX OFFICE
GROSS

Harry Potter and
the Deathly
Hallows

Harry Potter and the Deathly
Hallows: Part 1 (2010)

$295,983,305

Harry Potter and the Deathly
Hallows: Part 2 (2011)

$381,011,219

Breaking
Dawn
The
Hobbit
Mockingjay

Allegiant

The Twilight Saga: Breaking
Dawn: Part 1 (2011)

$281,287,133

The Twilight Saga: Breaking
Dawn: Part 2 (2012)

$292,298,923

The Hobbit: An Unexpected
Journe y(2012)

$303,003,568

The Hobbit: The Desolation
of Smaug (2013)

$258,355,354

The Hobbit: The Battle of the
Five Armies (2014)

N/A

The Hunger Games: Mockingjay: Part 1 (2014)

N/A

The Hunger Games: Mockingjay: Part 2 (2015)

N/A

Allegiant: Part 1 (2016)

N/A

Allegiant: Part 2 (2017)

N/A
Information from www.imdb.com

Media Review:
“Mara Dyer” trilogy
Fast-paced series combines wit, romance and the
paranormal
By Cassie Sullivan
Assistant Managing Editor

It’s always a sad day when you
finish a series.
“The Retribution of Mara
Dyer” by Michelle Hodkin is the
third novel in a young adult trilogy about a teenaged girl who is
the only survivor in a building
collapse that killed her two best
friends and her boyfriend.
After moving from Rhode
Island to Florida, Mara notices
something about herself that did
not exist while she was in Rhode
Island, which might be the key
to the deaths of her friends.
In “The Unbecoming of Mara
Dyer,” the reader meets her following the deaths of her friends,
when she wakes up in the hospital and doesn’t remember how
she got there until she finds out
that she’s the only survivor of
the accident. Mara moves and
meets an interesting cast of
characters that she has more
in common than what she realizes. Also, someone from her
past who she thought was gone
comes back.
In “The Evolution of Mara
Dyer,” she tries to avoid the individual from her past and live a
normal life, even though she’s in
and out of mental facilities that
are trying to convince her that
her past is dead. Over the course
of the novel, she realizes and
understands more and more that
she isn’t exactly normal, but has a

“It’s not hard to fall for
Mara, Jamie or Noah
and the banter the
characters create during
lighter moments in the
novel.”
genetic mutation that gives her and
a few of her friends powers. Mara
also has to deal with a woman who
is trying to suppress her powers, but
is harming Mara and her friends
more than she is really helping.
The final book picks up right after
the second book ends and Mara’s
quest to get off the island she and
her friends are stranded on, along
with making sure her and her
friends are safe from the people
who are trying to harm them. As
they get off the island and back onto
the mainland, they all realize that
in order to put an end to all of the
bad things happening to them, they
need to hunt certain people and
documents down in order to live
normal lives.
With a trip to New York City,
along with some close calls with
death, Mara and her friends are
able to make their lives normal again,
even with a deadly cost.
A romance with more focus on the

See REVIEW | Page 10
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LGBTQ+ Organizations

LGBTQ+ allies denounce
stereotypes within the community

WWW.BGNEWS.COM

These organizations all share a common goal of providing a safe place for students
who identify with the LGBTQ+ community.

By Kendra Clark
Campus Editor

The LGBTQ+ Resource Center:

HUE:

The lesbian, gay, bisexual, trans*
and ally resource center is to
provide education to students as
well as support. They are located
in 318 B Math Science Building
and are open Monday through
Friday between 10 a.m and 5 p.m.

Empowers people of color who
identify within the LGBTQ+
community. They also provide
a safe space to all students and
talk about the challenges QPOC
[Queer People Off Color] face.
They meet every first Tuesday of
the month at 8 p.m in 107 Hanna
Hall.

VISION – LGBTQ+ :
Group that specializes in activism
and discussion. Meetings are
Tuesdays at 9 p.m. in 107 Hannah
Hall.

WWLW [Women Who Love Women]:
Considered a social organization
that provides a safe space for
women who love women.
Meetings are every other Thursday
at 6:30 p.m in 107 Hanna Hall.

T.A.G. [Trans Awareness Group]:
This group engages in discussion
of Trans* and Gender-queer
identity. Meetings are Tuesday
night at 8 p.m. in 107 Hanna.

Members work to end myths regarding sexual identity
and provide education to students about them

INTERSECTIONS:
Meets Thursday at 5:30 p.m in the
Resource Center and discusses
current events regarding
identities that intersect.

Interfaith:
Discusses spirituality within the
LGBTQ+ community and meets
every other Wednesday at 7:45
p.m in the Union room 315.

FORCE [Feminist Organization Raising
Consciousness and Empowerment]:
A feminist organization that often
works with LGBTQ+ organizations
on campus. Meetings are
Wednesdays at 9 p.m. in 107
Hanna.

The LGBTQ+ community has
been through their ups and
downs these past couple years,
which may have been caused
by misconceptions or myths
regarding people that identity
within the community.
People have many misconceptions, said Assistant
Director for LGBTQ+ Programs
Tobias Spears.
He explained that one misconception is that people under
the LGBTQ+ umbrella all have
one identity.
“It’s an umbrella, there
are so many different identities under the spectrum,” he
said. “It’s all different ways of
identifying yourself.”
He said there are also misconceptions that men who identify
as being gay are all feminine.
Freshman Samantha Conner
agrees with Spears. She said she
thinks students still have a misconception in their heads about
lesbians or gays.
“A lot of people think all lesbians are tomboys and gay guys
are flamboyant,” she said.
Malcolm McAlpine, intern for
the LGBT Resource Center, also
said there is a misconception
that there are only two ways
to behave.
“You have to present in either
a masculine or feminine way,
there is no between,” he said.
Spears also said there is
another myth about people who
say they are bi-sexual.
“There is also problem where
people think that bi-sexual is
made up so people don’t have
to identify themselves with gay
or that they are ‘greedy to sleep
around,’” Spears said.
Sometimes, people mistake
sexuality for sex.
“People think that anyone in

“A lot of people
think all lesbians are
tomboys and gay guys
are flamboyant.”
Samantha Conner | Freshman
the middle is attracted to every
male or female,” he said. “They
say the community as a whole is
just all about sexual behavior.”
The problem is identification
itself is a fluid thing, he said.
“We live in a culture where
labels are there all the time,”
he said. “People say ‘this is
what you are and what you
should do’ but it’s a fluid thing
that changes.”
Current issues can affect the
people’s ideas of those who are
involved in the LGBTQ+ community.
“There is a myth that all gays
want to be married, which
is not the case,” Spears said.
“Many see the institution as sexist or they just don’t want to
be married.“
Junior Mariah Tracy said
she thinks the campus has
done a good job at keeping the
University inclusive, but there
are still people who aren’t inclusive everywhere.
“I was on Facebook and I saw
an ad about a girl who was sexually assaulted,” she said. “People
were making assumptions that
she was a lesbian because she
had been raped. That happens
sometimes because of a past
experience, but not all the time.”
One bigger topic, Spears said,
is that being LGBTQ+ is a choice.
“I don’t think it is a choice, I
know it’s not a choice” he said.
“Not as far as orientation goes.
But engaging in the activity is
where the choice comes in.”

MECCA

Management Inc.

Secure Your Apartment
for 2015-2016

Now Renting!
and scheduling
showing for next
school year.
5% Discount
on All
1/ 2 /3 bedroom
apartments &
townhouses only.
Discounts and
Chance for one
tenant to win
FREE RENT
ends 12/19/14

A CHART that specializes in LGBTQ+ domestic violence within relationships. For support, call the National Domestic Violence Hotline at 1-800-799-7233.

HEALTH
From Page 3
and don’t have nuanced
ways of identifying by sex,
Spears said, which can
be a problem for LGBTQ+
students. He also said
there have been problems
of misgendering.
“If someone identifies as
trans* and their pronouns
are he, him, his, and someone were to call them she
or it … it can be a problem,”
he said.
These labeling problems

can make students afraid to
go to the doctor, he said.
Homelessness is another
problem that effects LGBTQ+
youth. About 20-40 percent
of homeless youth identify
as LGBTQ+, according to the
United States Interagency
Council on Homelessness.
This can happen when
someone comes out to their
family but are kicked out
because of their sexual orientation, Grabski said.
If LGBTQ+ youth try to live
on their own, in some places
they can legally be fired for
their orientation, he said,

which would cut off their
source of income.
Transitional hormones
and surgery for transgender people can be expensive, adding to the pressures of paying for a home,
Grabski said.
“If a trans* person chooses
to transition, that’s a very,
very expensive, lengthy process,” he said. “Say that they
choose their hormones that
they feel they need rather
than a house.”
People who can’t afford it
can still suffer from mental
health problems.

PHOTO PROVIDED

“Some people might
choose not to go down that
route because it’s so expensive which I think could
cause a lot of mental health
issues because for some people, that’s a step they feel
they need to take to align
with themselves.”
If these problems within
the LGBTQ+ community are
to improve, Grabski said policies need to change.
“Policies won’t change
attitudes, necessarily, but
as policies change, attitudes
will eventually change with
them,” he said.

Take paperwork home
for parents to look at over
Thanksgiving!

Check our website
meccabg.com
or stop by office
for details
1045 N Main 7B
Bowling Green, Oh

419.353.5800
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paranormal and historic
values of Mara’s family’s
past, the series as a whole
grabs your attention with
the sarcastic wit. Matched
with clever lines and pop
culture references [and a
well-timed Ebola joke that
was printed before the outbreak happened — “What’s
a little hemorrhagic fever
between friends?”] that
will always be relevant, it’s
not hard to fall for Mara,
Jamie or Noah and the banter the characters create
during lighter moments in
the novel.
Needless to say, the series
can have you on the edge of
your seat or have you laughing along at the humor
that sometimes suddenly appears in middle of a
grim situation.
If a reader is looking for a
fast-paced read and a series
that is completed, the Mara
Dyer trilogy is a decent read
for either Thanksgiving or
winter break.

possible.
“Hollywood is more interested in going for blockbusters in the terms of franchises
to keep these movies going
and extending them out as
far as they possibly can,”
Coletta said.
With Hollywood focusing on franchises with an
already built audience, the
viewership is there.
Melinda Lewis, an instructor in the Theater and Film
department, said that adaptations are an important part
of filmmaking.
“It’s become, I would
argue, it’s one of the foundations of filmmaking is
adaptations,” Lewis said.
“One, because you have a
built-in audience — fans of
the novel, fans of characters,
and so you already know
people who are interested
in it. Whether they like it or
whether they don’t like it is a
different thing. But you will
know people will like it for
one or two reasons.”

The language in which
someone
talks
about
the films also is a factor,
Gearhart said.
“People always say ‘Oh,
the book is better than the
film.’ Everybody always
says that. A current trend in
scholarship is to say, ‘Well,
that kind of language isn’t
very helpful.’ The adaptation is just different from the
source text,” Gearhart said.
“So, rather than using language of judgment ... many
scholars decided we need
to use more neutral language. That’s not to say we
don’t critically judge these
adaptations.”
While a driving factor in the making of these
films is economic, filmmakers also strive to make
sure the details are right for
the audiences.
“I think part of it is that they
want to create as much detail
as possible. Particularly
because these books have
a fanbase, but a passionate
fanbase. ‘Harry Potter’ fans
love ‘Harry Potter,’ and you
better get the details right,”
Lewis said.

November Events

City and University host various forms of entertainment

WWW.BGNEWS.COM

DailyCrossword
Crossword Fix Fix
The The
Daily

1 Travelocity user's request
6 Get too personal
9 Prepare a spread for
14 Word after open, in retail
15 Duvall's role in "Gods and
Generals"
16 Rap sheet entry
17 Tarot card representing
union
19 Hobbles
20 Wind that can be controlled
21 Chowed down
22 Prairie home
23 Fertility lab supply
24 Brightening near a sunspot
26 Genre that evolved from
ska
29 Spanish article
30 Wordless okay
31 __ preview
32 Leveling piece
34 Spruce cousins

Nov. 21

Nov. 21

Nov. 21

Nov. 21

“I Miss My Cat and I Have to
Leave”
Show by The Plastic Shatners
Union 207
6 p.m.

Rosco No E
Concert/open mic night
Olscamp 101
7 p.m.

“I’m Pretty Better than You”
Show by Bad Genetics
Improv
Union 207
7:30 p.m.

Women in Comedy show
A fundraiser for the SAAFE Center
featuring Lady Parts and other female
comedic talent
Olscamp 101

Your Views

Nov. 23, 5 p.m.

Is there a story in the
BGNews that you
want to voice your
opinion on?

Free

Admission is
$5

Free

SEMESTER
LEASES
NOW AVAILABLE FOR

SPRING 2015
Greenbriar, Inc. | 419-352-0717 | greenbriarrentals.com

$5 minimum donation

The

quote of
the day...

Office

“The rules of shotgun are very
simple and very clear. The
first person to shout ‘shotgun’
when you’re within sight of
the car gets the front seat.
That’s how the game’s played.
There are no exceptions for
someone with a concussion.”
- Michael Scott

FOR RENT

35 Mixer?
38 Auto club amenities
41 Work for
42 See 5-Down
46 Mountain ending
47 Inclined
48 Pantomime
49 Ingredient that mimics the
flavor of an edible fungus
53 Citi Field player
54 Set of devotional prayers
55 Genetic stuff
56 React to yeast
57 Time piece?
58 Checkers' speech? (or
what are hidden in 17-,
24-, 35- and 49-Across)
60 Nickel and dime
61 Lennon's love
62 Swindler
63 Cut drastically
64 Youngster
65 Low cards

Sign up for a
group blog or
community site
today.
visit us and give us your input @

WOODLAND MALL
CINEMA 5
Woodland Mall • N. Main Street
• NEW FALL HOURS! •
Tues.-Thurs. open at 2 PM
Fri.-Mon. Open at 11:30 AM

NEWS.com

Bowling Green

1 King and Queen
2 Meshed together
3 Place to put things
4 Beast in the Royal
Arms of England
5 42-Across helper
6 Second-mostmassive dwarf
planet
7 Force back
8 __-man
9 Symbols seen in
viola music
10 "The Tempest" spirit
11 Percussion instruments
12 Beethoven's last
piano concerto,
familiarly, with "the"
13 Deals with a patchy
lawn
18 Trumpet protector
22 __ steamer
25 Stranger
27 Yaks
28 Letters in a dossier
32 Do lutzes, say
33 The Beatles' "And I
Love __"
34 Host of some offcampus parties

36 Wedding invitation
request
37 "Abort!" key
38 Poet's art
39 Spray
40 Frederick the Great's
realm
43 Party choice
44 Time associated with
graceful children
45 Swears (to)
47 From the beginning
48 "That's a shame!"
50 Mythical goat-men
51 Academic Maine town
52 Gold brick
56 Oberhausen's region
58 Period, for one
59 Autumn mo.

For Rent
2BR unfurn house w/ W/D on
Manville beside water tower.
Avail Aug, $640/mo + utils.
Call 419-352-5239.

Classified Ads

419-372-0328
The BG News will not knowingly
accept advertisements that discriminate, or encourage discrimination
against any individual or group on
the basis of race, sex, color, creed,
religion, national origin, sexual orientation, disability, status as a veteran,
or on the basis of any other legally
protected status.
The BG News reserves the right to
decline, discontinue or revise any
advertisement such as those found
to be defamatory, lacking in factual
basis, misleading or false in nature. All
advertisements are subject to editing
and approval.

Help Wanted
PT bartender at Amvets Post 711,
good wages, tips. Send resume to
20755 N. Dixie Hwy, BG.

For Rent

**2014-2015 s.y. now renting
3-6 BRs over 3 allow, also more
rooms $225, eff + 1 & 4BR apts.
Sentinel-Tribune
/ 3 columns [4.892”]
by
See cartyrentals.com
or 353-0325

3BR house, 836A Third St, newer
kitchen & bath, avail Aug 15, 15.
3BR house, 836B Third St,
newer house, avail May 15.
Call 419-601-3225 for more info.
5 BR, 2 Bath, 617 N. Main,
off st parking & laundry room incl,
avail Aug 2015. 12 mo lease,
$1300/mo, call 419-722-1371
or email: aricketts@woh.rr.com
Furn. room w/ freedom of house,
to clean & responsible male,
$250/mo w/ $100 dep, all utils inc.
Call 419-354-6117.
Houses & Apartments
12 month leases only
S. Smith Contracting LLC.
419-352-8917 - 532 Manville Ave
Office open 11-3, M-F
www.BGApartments.com

HOUSES close to campus!
Now renting 2015-2016 leases.
Frobose Rentals - 419-352-6064.
www.froboserentals.com
Lrg, nice 3BR, 943 N. Prospect,
,W/D, attached garage, 3 student
max occup, $650/mo +utils.
Avail NOW! Call 419-601-0781.

Very nice house, legal for 7. Avail.
Aug 2015. 1/2 blk. from Founders.
419-352-6992 or 419-601-2442.
2” deep

BIG HERO 6 (R)
2D 11:15a 1:50p
3D 4:25p 7:30p 10:05p

319 E. WOOSTER ST.

BOWLING GREEN

419-354-2260
Great Selection
Close to Campus
Great Prices

DUMB AND DUMBER TO (PG-13)
11:00a 1:45p 4:30p 7:20p 10:10p

HUNGER GAMES: THE MOCKINGJAY PT.1(R)
12:01a* 12:15p 3:30p 7:00p 10:15p
INSTELLAR (PG-13)
12:00p 3:45p 7:45p
NIGHT CRAWLER (R)
11:30a [6:55p]
OUIJA (PG-13)
2:15p 4:35p [10:00p]
* = Friday - Saturday Times []= Sun-Monday Times

419.353.2277
See our complete menu at www.sambs.com

11/21-11/24 ONLY

Great selection of Houses & Apartments
Complete Rental Listing available
on-line and in Rental Office
Water, Sewer, & Trash included
in most units
Our Students Stay with Us
We allow Pets

Successfully Serving
BGSU Students for almost 40 Years.
HONEST, FRIENDLY & TRUSTWORTHY

Quality Service, Quality Housing

319 E. Wooster Street | Across from Taco Bell

— 419.354.2260 —
www.johnnewloverealestate.com
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